Energy Scavenger Hunt Answers
energy scavenger hunt - mass save - energy scavenger hunt energy scavenger hunt this fun activity will
help families save on energy costs. you and your children can search for ways in which you are already saving
energy and for ways in which you energy hog cavenger hunt - energy hog scavenger hunt • energyhog • 9.
electricity: search your house for the energy star® symbol. (hint: electronics or appliances) how many did you
find? no energy star® labels found (2 pts.) 1–2 energy star® labels found (4 pts.) 3 or more energy answered
for your totalar® labels found (6 pts.) 10. light energy scavenger hunt activity - light energy scavenger
hunt. red to change direction, or bend, light waves steel or wood devices that turn the sun's light energy into
electricity ultraviolet light, infrared light, x-ray light eyeglasses, microscopes, telescopes, cameras, and
magnifying glasses light energy scavenger hunt - rmsc - electrical energy energy scavenger hunt . energy
form example from exhibit chemical energy the grid, history of the motor, evolu˙on of the in-candescent light
bulb, solar cars, heat pump, light bulb comparison, mechanical energy history of the motor, wind turbine lab,
bicycle energy internet scavenger hunt - art, design and ... - energy internet scavenger hunt 1. what are
fossil fuels? 2. what are renewable energy sources? 3. what percent of the world’s electricity is supplied by
coal? 4. what types of gases make up natural gas? 5. what materials are used on solar panels to allow them to
produce electricity? 6. what is nuclear energy? 7. energy scavenger hunt - stevens point - energy
scavenger hunt explore your community through an online scavenger hunt! to bring attention to energy use
and to help increase appreciation of our need for energy, complete this online scavenger hunt designed for
teachers and their students, families, and community members to discover their own community's energy
footprint. ... 4-h grab and go: renewable energy scavenger hunt - photograph examples of how
renewable energy is used. make a scrapbook and include information about each one. create a renewable
energy scavenger hunt activity. 5. design and play a renewable energy car bingo game. instead of looking for
a red truck or a brown horse, design bingo cards with energy resources scavenger hunt - sciencespot energy resources scavenger hunt 1. _____ are made up of decayed and decomposed plant and animal matter.
2. _____ plants are used to make electricity from dams 3. the problem with _____ plants is they have radioactive
waste which is very poisonous to living things. 4. sound energy scavenger hunt activity - scavenger hunt
scavenger hunt scavenger hunt scavenger hunt when sound travels through water it moves four times faster
than when it travels through air. sound energy sound energy sound energy sound energy sound comes from
vibrations. vibrations are back-and-forth move-ments in molecules of air or other matter. a sound wave is
created when energy treasure hunt - north carolina - opportunity during an energy treasure hunt • to use
the detail sheets you must quantify a “before” and “after” state for the equipment consider equipment
operating profiles note nameplate energy consumption or take a measurement • as a group we will create a
“detail sheet” for each opportunity documentation and calculations energy hog scavenger hunt njresources - do the energy hog scavenger hunt with your family and find out if you have energy hogs lurking
in your home. check the box that best applies to you and your home (there are no wrong answers, so be
honest). u.s. environmental protection agency - energy star - energy treasure hunt guide. from the epa
presents a step-by-step approach that organizations can follow to integrate energy treasure hunts into a
successful energy management program. the activities, forms, and reporting devices described within this
guide materials for 1 solar scavenger hunt or 1–3 students - 2 solar scavenger hunt kit activity guide
v1.0 your recharge labs kit the materials enclosed in this kit will help you bring engaging lessons about
renewable energy into your classroom. consider attending a recharge lab workshop, renewable energy
scavenger hunt - hennepin county - renewable energy scavenger hunt procedure • in the classroom, lead
a discussion about renewable energy. make sure your students understand what renewable energy is and
examples of renewable energy (wind power, solar energy, etc.). discuss why renewable energy is a good
alternative to fossil fuels because there is an infinite amount of renewable energy efficiency scavenger
hunt - occ.ohio - energy efficiency scavenger hunt energy efficiency savers earn points for each energy saver
you find in your home. total the number of points at the bottom of the column. + _____ do you use a
programmable thermostat or turn your thermostat back manually when away for at least 6-8 hours or
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